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ABSTRACT
Asocio-ecolUlIIIic IJIUIlysa of CoIlUlllllUJl ResOllrce·· Use: The .elISe of
NOIJ-GlI1.etted·Fore&D.ofWeatem· .Uganda
by
TiU'iho-HllbweGo4freyPere1Jl,

Uganda's forest resources 'are no doubt important for the country's growth and
development. But these resources are disappearing rapidly at the rate of500/on2 and 6S0km2 as
reported by NEAP and FAD, respectively. 1'huughthere' is· in place a mechanism for controlled
use.ofgazettedforests, lack of an organised management institution has left common property
non-gazettedcommunal resourcesat·the helm'of'to whom itmay concem~
The study covered the districts .ofHoima and. JJasindi·· where' .non-gazetted,common
property forest resources' are .abundant The 'objectives were: to' determine .the major socioeconomicfactors that affect the use ofthe commons; .analyse·the behavioura!attitudes oflocal
communities·' toward common property. management; and· explore the women's..degree. ofaccess
and control over communal resources.
The Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)' t()()/ of scientific enquiry was used. A semistructured questionnaire 'Was' administered to .358'. 'households to address questions on resource
use on bothfann and non-.farmactivities. The 358 is a random sample' that was selectedfrom' a
list ofall householdsfound in9 villages thatwere covered Key injormats, discussion groups and
JXI1'ticipant ohsevatiOn methods were also used.
Descriptive information was summarised and illustrated' with graphic analysis. Chisquare and t-tests were carried out to testfor statistical differences between variables. Weighted
Least Squares and Logit ana·lyses .were employed to determine .quantity .ofjUelwood· used by
households and willingness topa11icipate in communal resource. management respectively.

area

The study
comprised multi-ethinic" .communities of diverse socio-cultural
backgrounds. The Banyorowere dominant (60.20AJ) and more permanantlysettled while the rest
were immigrants mainly.from the. West Nile districts ofNebbi andArua and aliensfrom Zaire and
Sudan. The majOrity owned not'more than 5 acres·oflandperhousehold,· were less than·O.5km
from -the nearestforest and hod annual household incomes within' shs JOO,OOO-5,OOO,OOO.range.
The majority (18.5%), reported that the forest had rapidly dMJindJedat the hands ofirresponsible
harvestors yet they have a lot ofattachment to the· resource as a major source oftheil' household
items andregu/lltionofrainjiJll.
'
Ofthe 92% ofthe respondents who repol'tedtohaveplantedtrees,820/6 hadplantedjiuit
trees mainly jackfruit,mango, ·avocado, and guava. A few· mentioned eucalyptus and .isolated
cases of 'musizi~ 'mutoma~ 'musambya' and 'munyama~ 'Mahogany' and .'muvule' were· cited.as

species that had been depleted.

vi

..

Relationships between such factors as wealth, government policy, ethinicity, ·gender·and
communal spirit in terms of ability and willingness of people to manage a resource held in
common were established· That people with low incomes are the most likely to answer to· the need
for collective action was strongly supported in this case. Gender, population size, size of land
holdingandformalemployment were established as socio-economic factors that influence levels
offuelwood consumption while age, quantity and resource use levels, gender, and time <allocated
to community.resource management .were established as affecting the willingness·· to manage .a
resource held in.. common. Women, while having . limited control over some of these resources,
have absolute access ·to ·all.resources and absolute control overfuelwood and·water.
The study came up with recommendations that inter alia;non-gazettedforest resources be
left to the local user groups· to manage; that these should be managed by a locally composed and
constituted community association; policies designed to improve activities that are technically
sound and supported by local people .should involve an economic benefit; peoples' opinion on
common property resources policy decisions can he useful to better understand these ·issues;
improved education and training programes for social forestry are of absolute necessity; and
research on· common property resources in Uganda should be intensified as there is paucity of
data and information at the moment.

vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Uganda's forest resources are no doubt important for the country's growth and
development. . Over nine-tenths .of Uganda's energy requirements is generated by forests {MFEP,
1993/94). Forests in Uganda generate timber and· other non-wood forest products.and their role in
increasing agricultural productivity is indispensable. The diverse· flora and .fauna not only· boosts the
tourism industry but also provides a home for preservation of bjodiversity. But these valuable
resources are disappearing··rapidly·(Banana and Gombya,.J994)..·It is .estimated that deforestation
was occurring in Uganda at the rate of 500knl per year (NEAP, 1992) while FAO(1993)
estimates itto be 650km2 annually.
Though there is. in· place a mechanism for controlled use ·of gazetted forests, lack of an
organised· management· institution has. left common property .non-gazetted communal resouroes at
thehehn···of'to·whom it may concern.'
This has led to overharvesting and consequent depletion ofthese forest ·resources,a disaster
tenned by Hardin (1968) as "The tragedy of the commons." The commons (common property
resources) have been defined
byOakerson(1992)as 'a natural resource or a durable facility of human designandconstruotion)
that is shared by a community of producers or consumers'.
It is a·. collectively owned resource withco-ownershaving the right. to access, use and
control of the resource·ac90rding to their own set rules (Okidi, 1994). Common property regime ·is
taken to .include any property regime which ensures that more than one user has access to the.same
resource (McGranham, 1991).
The dilemma that faces· resources that fall within the· realm of the 'oonmons'definition in
Uganda·which include.grazing.lands, forests, wetlands, fishing·waters to . mentionbutafew· is lack
of an integrated andenviromnental management machinery, and until recently, an enabling
environmellt.policy and legislation plus managementinstitutions. Most forests and water bodies are
viewed· as government owned properties. Grazing·.·lands ·are accessible to all .(open-access)· who
. rear animals within the vicinity.
Where legislation is weak and polioy instruments nearly absent, the utilization oftheseresoDrcesis
open to misuse.

The National Environment Management Bill (1995) was presented to the NRC and passed. The new
law will require .the National Environment Policy and Institutional Framework for environment
management
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1.1.1 Common Property Resources and a Village Economy

Although common property has proved a stable form of resource management in some
traditional societies, the combination of. population growth, technological change, climate and
political forces has destabilised many existing property institutions. For instance keeping active
contacts with national leaders is one method that ensures some· protection for illegal resource use.
Some politicians interfere with resource use procedures' in order to provide 'spoils' for those who
support them.
.
A number of property regimes have been. identified .precisely because ·a· natural resource
regime is an explicit (or implicit) structure of rights and duties characterizing the relationship of
individuals to one another with respectto that particular resource (Bromley, 1991). These are state
property, .private (individual) property, common property and. open-access. Adhollaet al (1988),
using experiences from .Ghana, .Kenya and Rwanda, .covering the period '1987-88, .say that based on
the simplified sketch of the process of intensification as a result ofthe interplay between population
pressure, technological change, and agricultural commercialisation, three broad categories oftenure
regimes may be identified. At the earliest stage, characterised by the predominance of pastoral and
sylvan economies, all land·is communally owned, the group authorised users is' clearly defined, .and
there are rules specifying their rights and obligations with respect to the land and its resources.
Following Feder and others (1988) in regard to this issue, we identify such regimes as
common property· and distinguish them from open-access,characterisinga regime of unrestricted
privilege but no .duties.• The·latter. appears to represent the.·breakdown of rules goveminggroup
management of common .property resources. ·····As population pressure increases, increased
intensification· leads·to virtual exclusion.by fanners of other individuals.
However as Runge' (1992)'" argued,. a village.. economy is critically dependent· on local
agricultural and natural' resources.· Because the distribution.of basic natural· resources' such as soil
or forests· is· often .quite random over. both ·time.and·· space,'"the assignment of exclusive use rights
(private) to.a given'land'area can.yield an inherently unfair distribution of resources, in' contrast to
the more equitable results of assigning joint rights ofaccess to these resources.
Yet others (McKean, 1984; Ostrom, 1986) have asserted tlBt successful cases of locally
devised rule systems indicate that it is not necessary for regulation ofthe commons to be imposed
from the outside-the state.·.· .·That, in.fact, the establishment of full" property rights over the commons
is a necessary condition for avoiding the. 'tragedy ofthe commons' (Wade, 1987).
In a nut shell, at subsistence levels ofliving, when peoples's very survival is at stake, a handto-mouth economy prevails in which the future is infmitely discounted.
The results .of such coping mechanisms are over-exploitation of'natural resources and
under-investment· in their conservation.and management, which ultimately lead to their depletion.
Therefore, declaring' a small' share of a country's forests··to .·be "public or" state property as most
tropical countries have. done, has done little to preventdeforestation.
1.1.2 Common Property and the role of women
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The. tragedy of the commons knows· no gender .differences and since women constitute a
historically. oppressed and marginalised. group (Mama, 1995). it is increasingly· clear.·that .gender
cannot be left out of our analyses. It is in view of this that instead of limiting ourselves to
considering the impact on and exclusion ofwomen, a more fruitful approach may be to consider the
ways· in. which community activities both local. and .national· are all gendered and. to .·analyse the
involvement of women in these practices. Otu (1990) credits Better life for Rural Women
Programme (BLP) in Nigeria,· for enabling women.across the.·nation to go . into ·lucrative.businesses;
and lists farming, animalhusbandary, cottage industries and cooperative societies. In Uganda,
Maseruka (1993) reported that the National Association of Women's Organisation of Uganda
(NAWOU} have hit. big.· business. through .the supply of· handicrafts .·to American,··European and
African markets. The market· is so lucrative that. inmost cases they even fail to meet the demand.
The low visibility of rural· women, however, suggests that in spite oftheir .·involvementin decisionmaking..and while they seem· to be industrious, their potential has ·not··been exploited for their
benefit and poverty continues to be endemic.
1.2. Statement of the problem
It should be noted that the foregoing statements as applied to Uganda are relevantto the
extent that the role of··local people· in regulatory use of these resources was discouraged. by both
colonial andpost-independence.governments.For instance the Forest Act of1964·andamended in
1976 centralised the administration of formerly local forest reserves. For rural societies, access to
natural resources defmes relationships culturally, economically, and· socially. ·It··· follows that
proposals for .. change must. acknowledge the force of these· relationships and attempt· to
accommodate them.. The colonial and. post-colonial experience sharply reshaped..···the .attitudes ··to
ownership ·of these resources. What they perceived as the .destructive implications· of an·· openaccess regime was approached by prescribing solutions that were not politically and socially
sustainable and in general created a high level of alienation among local populations toward
conservation .objectives. As a result, the .local people perceived the reserves as government
property, anattitud.ethat culminated .in antagonistic relationship between the people and the
resources themselves (Banana and Gombya, 1994).
It is against this background that this study was. carried out. in search of answers to the
following questions:.
(a)

Can local people create· conditions for sustainable harvest ofresources in their area?

(b)

Will· local communities be able to sustain locally-based rules ofrestrained access?

(c)

Can rational individuals .voluntarily comply.with rules ofrestrained access?

(d)

Ifjoint management between the state and local communities can be instituted,whatisthe
appropriate level of state involvement?

(e)

How does .the.·ethnic .composition of the community with diverse .··culturalbackgrounds
affect·the idea of owning a resource· in common?
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(f)

Is it economically worthwhile for the villagers to invest in the resrnrce held in·common?

(g)

Since women are known to be the main collectors and users offrrewood, what institutional
mechanisms do exist that influence their role.inthe management and decision
making process on such common pool resources as independent income earners?

The·research.·in .question attempted to answer the··above questions· with. the ultimate. aim of
guiding policy makers on the management of communal natural resources in Uganda. ·The study
also looked at the•position women occupy .in thefamiIyand· societal· income . contributions and to
what·extent it·is dependant.on the rigidity ofthe prevailing system ofsex stratification in the ·society
and the .strength ofthe· sustaining patriarchal values.
According toSafilios-RothschiId (1982),·the·sex·stratification system ranks. the .one gender,
practically always the' male gender, higher than· the other-.· the· female.gender-and .detennines that
men only will occupy major decision-making positions and will control the valued resources in the
society.
1.3 Justification

Although a·numberofstudies have··been.done inthisarea,···they havebeen·limited both in
scope and analysis. Most studies have emphasized gazetted forests .while the management of nongazetted forest ·.. communal resources remains .problematic. The second Land Tenure Systems
Workshop in Jinja, Uganda, .in1993 ··recognised that there are information gaps on the existing
tenure rights and management· structures .controlling ··access· to and·· use of· common property
resources (Banana, 1995).
Most analyses have a:ldressed the managementquestion. in which case they have come with
analytical models such as the Oakerson model, (Oakerson, 1986); the coordination model
(Swallow, 1991); the multi-person prisoners dilemma {Runge, 1992). However, they have not
adequately addressed the socioeconomic analysis of resource use as a means to justify investment
into communal . resource· management· by villagers· as •dependent ·on such socioeconomic factors as
size of land .holdings, average family size,.. ·education level, age, and· the prevailing political
environment.
Besides, little if any literature. has.·· ··indicated· the use of econometric .modelling ··as an
alternative analytical .method. Furthennore, Swallow ·(1991)·· in his ·coordination model has
demonstrated that the usefulness of the model to explain successfuL management of common
property resources is limited to small numbers .ofagents ofa relatively homogeneous background.
This study, therefore,· intends·to·explore and model the ·sustainable lIse ofcommon property in large
multi-ethnic. communities, and· under ·different ·.socio-economic.·.settings... The study also .·seeks .to
address itselfto the· fact that women's role in communal resources management and utilisation has
not been addressed enough.
1.4 Objectives of the study
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The overall objective of this study was to obtain comprehensive data oncommunal.nongazetted forest resource use in Western Uganda, provide a review basis for policy makers and offer
recommendations for improving management practices for .. eventual sustainable utilization of
common property·resources in·Uganda
Specifically, the study attempts to:(1)

analyse· the economics of communal. use ·of non-gazetted forests in western Uganda and
evaluate its impact on the local community user groups particularly emphasising the role of
these forest resources in the livelihood·ofpeople living within the vicinity.

(2)

determine the major socio-economic factors that affect the use ofthe communal resources.

(3)

analyse the .behavioral attitudes of local communities toward common >propew
management with the view to recommending a suitable management ·regime···for .oongazetted· forest .resources .in. Uganda.

(4)

explore women's degree ofaccess and control over communal resources.

1.5

Hypotheses tested
The major guiding hypotheses ofthe study were as follows:

(1)
(2)

people with low incomes, and hence poor,> are the most likely to. make joint-use rights a
necessity.
people·who.perceive·the resource as beneficial to them are the ones most·likely·to.protect
it. .

(3)
(4)

(5)

the. size ofcommunity and e1hnic diversity has a direct bearing· on the use ofthe commons.
the .effectiveness of a ·village as an authority system is . dependent upon the .exercise of
influence .and control over actions of individual members of the community to effect an
optimal use ofthe resource for the welfare ofthe whole community.
the existence of economic, social and political forces have and continue to affect the
relationships between user-groups and the common property resources.

CHAPTERll
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Common Property Resources and Food Security
Hunger and declining per capita food production continue to persist at the forefront of
problems confronting many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (Eicher, 1984; Pinstrllp-Anderson,
1987;. Humphreys . and.·.. Jaeger, 1988; World Bank, 1993). ·Associated with ·hunger.· problem is
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poverty, closely related to the lack of effective dem.andor 'entitlement' to food. The gap between
the supply and demand for food, however, has beenattributcdto many factors including
environmental conditions, rapid population growth,institutions developed during the colonial era,
commodity prices,and macroeconomic and agricultural policies (Tefft,etal, 1990).
Over the· last ten years, .international donors and African .governments have singled out
inappropriate policies asa major factor influencing the poor perfonnance of the agricultural sector
and the chronic problem of human hunger (World Bank, 1981, Eicher 1982, Berry 1984). The
rural-community· in Africa has been the most prone victim of inappropriate policies. Resultant has
been, inter alia, exploitation of the natural resources around them as a survival coping mechanism
and an attempt to augment on their meagre .incomes. Chambers and Leach (1987) put it clearly that
for poor fanners who have access to few resources, trees provide one of the few assets they can
liquidate hence enabling them to solve food insecurity problems.
This implies that not only does degradation of environment culminate into scarcity.offorest
products usedat·household level such as fuelwood, construction poles, medicines and so on, . but
also decline in agricultural production consequent upon which household food security is
threatened. .
2.1.1 Social Forestry Component

According to Economic· Development Institute (EDI} of The Word Bank, (1989), social
forestry,also termed forestry for local community development byFAO (1978), broadly refers to a
range of forest-related activities that rural landowners and community groups undertake to provide
products for their own use and to. generate income. They.include farmers growing wood to sell or
use for···· firewood. They also include .·communities·. or· individuals . eaming income from·· gathering,
processing, .and sale· of non-wood forest products.such as .tiuits, nuts, mushrooms,herbs, .basketry
materials, honey, and for purposes ofthis study,. water. In this context of sector development, social
forestry overlaps with conventiqnal production forestry sector, tbeagricultural.sector, and in many
countries, with the .energy· sector because of ·the .importance offuelwood in the overall.· energy
supply picture. In conventional production forestry, trees· are also used to meet .people's needs,
however, the distinction is that in social forestry, the primary focus is on people, on community
involvement, and on the trees that offer direct and indirectbenefits.
The ·much publicised . successofviUage forestry in .the Republic of Korea .emboldened
proponents of social forestry, and the Korean ·experience. soon became a model for other countries
faced ··with declining forest resources and increasing demand..It ·is. believed that this new type of
forestry would ·both stem .the rate· of.. deforestation and increase supplies of forest ·resources,
particularly at the local community level.
2.1.2· The Environment Protection,Agricuiturai
Productivity,.Fueiwood, and Employment Connection

Deforestation and improper land use by fanners in Africa result in hundreds ·of million· of
dollars worth of damage in form of declines in· agricultural productivity. Due· to poor land use
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practices and deforestation, the productivity of cultivated land declines. According ·toEDI··of the
World Bank, ·forests can contribute significantly to .the livelihood of poor rural people by providing
wood .for home. consumption, fann· building, fencing, fuel, and fiber. Fuelwood is the . primary
source of energy .for poorer urban households and for the vast majority of rural. households· in
developing countries.· Total annual consumption of fuelwood in developing countries increased
from 1,100 to 1,400miUioncubic metres between 1973 and 1983, and currently accounts for 82%
ofall the wood. harvested in developing countries (World Bank, 1989).
According to a survey carried out by Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO,1985),
approximately 1,100 million ofthe more than 2,000 million people who are dependent on fuelwood
face hardship because they have over time been harvesting wood·faster.than it has. been replenished
by natural·regeneration .·and.planting. In Haiti, fanners' choice on· .planting trees for pole· .and
charcoal· markets is based on the fact·that these trees,compared to other cash crops, tend to· involve
low establishment··costs, require less labour, minimal operational costs throughout the year and less
water after establishment and are thus more resistant "to Qrought {Conway, 1987). Uganda's
population is no exception in using forest resources both for cash and· for subsistence. According to
MFEP(1995/96), Uganda has had a series offuelwood consumption figures as depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1. Total Production of Roundwood and Charcoal in
Uganda, 1981-94 ('000 tonnes)
Monetary
Year

Non-Monetary

Fuelwood Poles Charcoal Fuelwood Poles Charcoal

1981

30

390

1272

184

8772

1982

31

401

1336

189

8999

1983

35

411

1400

194

9272

1984

42

424

1328

200

9530

1985

56

436

1264

206

9797

1986

66

448

1264

225

10074

1987

90

460

1392

245

10354

1988

113

473

1528

268

10642

1989

115

4'87

1448

292

10945

1990

120

501

1520

318

11250

1991

130

515

1596

334

11554

1992

135

529

169

344

11871

199.3

143

542

1793

354

12198

1994

151

555

1901

365

12533

Source: Background to the Bugdet, 1981-96
Statistics
Department,
MPED!MFEP,
Forestry
Minstry of Environment Protection.

Department,

and

Rural· people can benefit from .proximity to forests through· increased incomes thus. rising
from the frightening and fragile condition of mere subsistence to abetter level ofJiving (Figure 1).
The multiple use aspects of trees means· that investment in tree growing can be quite profitable for
fanners, if.they can find .some .way to tide .themselves over until income starts flowing from the
trees they have planted.
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On-farm Benefits From Trees in the Farming system

Figurel.
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2.1.3

Adopted from EDI Seminar Series No. 030/073

Price Mechanism, Command and Communal Allocation of Resource Use Compared

As Ostrom (1994) put it , the issue in this case is how best to limit the use of natural
resources so as·· to ··ensure their long-tenn economic. viability. It has .been·· observed- that·. neither the
central.govennent nor the private individual i.e. the state and market respectively, is unifonnly
successful in·.enabling individuals to··sustain long-tenn, productive use of natural resource·systems.
We know that strengthened market forces tend to cause. indigenous tenure to evolve··toward
individual rights and weaken community rights (Bruce, 1992).
Communities or individuals in many· cases, however, have relied on institutions resembling
neither the state nor the market to govern some resource systems with reasonble degree ofsuccess
over long periods· of time..·A .distinction· here between common use situations characterised· by .an
ahsenceofdefmed property rights governing access and use, previously referred to as open access,
and common property, defined as a distribution of property rights in resources in which a number
of owners are co~equal in their rights to use the resource {Ciriacy-Wantrup& Bishop, J 975), is
necessry such that policies which would rely upon local level common-property.arrangements as
the principal means .of. improving common resource management in Suh-SaharanAfrica. (Lawry,
1989) are devised.
Inspite of the .foregoing statements,centralised authorities still continue to deny, on the
whole, the·.ability.of·local·decision-making bodies to manage their environment; and. government
legislation has become necessary for the smallest changes to established practice, dissuading groups
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from organising (World Bank,..1985). As a result, fallows, rested for years, well wooded and
almost·ready to be felled again, were gazetted by the state and turned into forest· reserves, turning
intensively managed CPRs at· a stroke into open access land as· far·as villagers were concerned, to
be poached.from rather than managed. People became wary·of fallowing their land and .overworked
itinstead (Thomson, 1983).
Convey (1985), also observed that there have been great .difficulties in applying regulatory
or command central policy instrument in resource allocation in most African economies which
leaves use ofprices and ·incentives as a favourable alternative. However, he added.that this can only
survive in the presence of well.developed markets,. improved infrastructure, availability ·of adequate
information, competitive spirit, and in amonetised economy .most of which clearly lack·in our
situation, and· where they exist they .are not only inadequate but do not favour non-gazetted
communal resources. Thus a forest· economist will be aware that using prices to .allocate· scarce
resources will often favour those with the means·to.• acquire·theasset and discriminCl:te against those
who do not.
The above. assertion has been· supported. by Runge (1984) who introduced the idea of
transaction costs of a well defined and ·enforced·privateproperty typical ofthe West as being simply
too great·for a subsistence economy to· bear. That·the fairenforcement.offormalised private·rights
and duties may be prohibitively ·costly compared ··with. customary· arrangments •which may involve
some private rights that are enforced locally, as well as common rights and a wide variety of
"mixed" arrangements. Hence price mechanism will fall short of allocation of resource use in a
developing economy due to:
. a mulfunctioning approximation of a western .bureaucratic system,
. an agricultural and natural·resource dependent economy,.and
.. a high degree ofuncertainty with respect to income streams
which leaves, .sandwiched, betweenthe·two extremes the.third···way: communal resource .allocation,
a comparatively rational solution to .certain .problems of resource .allocation and addresses the
equity issue. .
.
Ostrom (1994) in his submission also observed that when appropriators act independently
in relationship to a· CPR generating scarce resource units,· the total benefits they obtain usually will
be. less than·couldhave been.achieved if they had coordinated·.. their strategies in someway_.That at
the minimum, theretums they receive from their appropriation efforts win be lower when decisions
are made independently than they would have. been otherwise. At worst, they. can destroy the CPR
itself: That, however, in all cases in which individuals have . organised themselves to solve CPR
problems, where ·rules have been established·.and followecl,resource units will be allocated more
predictably and efficiently, conflict levels will be reduced, and the resource system itself will be
sustained overtime.
Shepherd (1991) had this~o say; that management of natural ·woodland is practised by
those to whom it belongs and, as has been seen so clearly in the case of tree planting no serious
investment of time and effort will be made· unless the resource is owned. For instance, Turkana
elders in Kenya in the 1980s· issued· new instructions·.about .lopping ofAcacia tortilis so . that only
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side branches .were taken and the leader shoot was given a chance to grow rapidly above goatbrowsing height (Kerkhot: 1990).
By and large, under common property, the use rights. of individuals could be defined and
limited to prevent overuse ofthe common resource. In many·settings, communal usehas·economic
and ecological advantages over individual use. The costs of delineating clear private property rights
to many kinds of resource needs of poor people and small-scale users are more likely to be met
within common property.regimes.
It should also be noted that local people, according to Shepherd (1991), and using the
African experience, 'were keen for the benefits ofthe forest to go more to local people,··and wished
to see charcoalbumers dealt with severely. They did not want to take partin management, which
.they saw asthe.forest·department's job.
Local interest was minimal until it became clear that there would be fmancialbenefits from
the fuelwoodcooperative to which villagers could sell the wood they cut, and there was .then much
more enthusiasm. But villagers were not prepared to do .any unpaid management· work until
ownership and control questions were settled.
2.1.4 Sociological Variables. in Communal Resource Use
Noronha and ·Spears (1985), have identified basic sociological· variables that lead ··to
understanding ofgroup processes and socioeconomic and culturalpattems necessary to implement
a community-based project. They state,. for instance, that where settlements are· clustered together ,
one nursery may suffice.toprovide .seedlings for the· population.·· Where· they are .dispersed,
assessments must be made of the distances people travel to collect seedlings,the potential for
seedling wastage. Estimates ·of .population ·growth. rates ..are···also important since they. support
inferences about the future demand for land for food crops, the need for fuelwood and~ ilie
consntraintson the· availabilty .of land for the project. Population heterogeinty, rather than
homogeinity,·is the rule in most developing countries; there are divisions by ethnic affiliation.
This segmentation often . affects the ability of the. beneficiary.population to work in common. The
heterogeinity oftbe population gives rise·tocultural.differences that needto··be taken into account:
different groups. in the same area may need special extension approaches that relate to their needs;
access to··a common resource may be based on ethnic affiliation.
Socioeconomic characteristics, such as wealth, landholding or education are used to explain
the .differences .between· those ·who .use .the .resource. and those who do not. Although such an
approach maybe interesting the type of analysis requires a more careful examination of the
resource and the characteristics of the fanners anQ fanning. systems .that might ·relate to . the
resource.
The choice between willingness or non-willingness to take part.in the resource. management
is influenced.by the economic organisation· of fann enterprises and by the characteristsics.and
attitudes ofindividual fanners. To explain and predict the decision for individual farmers or groups
of farmers, it is necessary to identify and quantify relatiOnships. between the variables iliatcomprise
A {the aggregate index of explanatory variables) and the utilisation decision, Y··(thedependent
variable). It can. be hypothesised that the variables such as farm size, age,family>size and others
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related· are significant variables in an explanatory model of farmers' decision to use a resource or to
participate in managing itwillingly.

· Size of land· holding:- This· is a crucial element in social forestry.·An·examination of the
ways in which land is used,. held, transferred, or inherited is .essential. As Noronha and· Spears
(1991), put it land is one of the most important detenninantsof status, and land holding pattern
reflect both the philosophy. of the group and the level of their technology. Also an .examination of
landholding and land.llsepattems provide some estimate.ofthe area of land actually available for
afforestation purposes.
· Age:- It is said that old farmers .may· have· the experience,resources ·or authority that
would allow them more possibilities for accessibility to andco~trolofresources.Theeffect of age
exerts its influence·on responsiveness to. stimuli,· atthe·time the decision·is made (.HillandKau,
1973).
· Education level:- Education may make a farmer more receptive to advice or
recommendations that require a certain level of literacy.
· Wealth:-Wealthierfanners are more able to take risks or have better access to
information_ They may be able to use their own cash resources to experiment on the new property
rights system.. However·one must note that wealth per··se ·is a·difficultparameter·to measure on a
survey. APRA method of "wealth ranking" in which knowledgeable members ofa community are
asked to divide households into groups according to locally recognised wealth standards may be
employed. Besides, a proxy for cash or liquidity constraint can be taken to be the holding size
reflecting fanner's wealth.
_Gender:- The. effect of gender may be related to access to and control of resources such
as fuelwood,. building materials and· water. ·ThePRA tool·.ofranking·may be· employed· to capture
the extentofaccess by both males. and females within a household.
_. Distance:- .The ·further ·away··from the forest, . . the ·less ·likely that the forest is ·of any
significant value to the farmer.
. Commercialisation. of products:- One ·of the ·most significant threats to common
property regimes is the commercialisation of products, especially non-timber products from· forestbased.commonproperty resources {McElwee, 1994). Commercialisation can have many effects on
a resource, its users, and the institutions usedto manage the resource.
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CHAPTERm
METHODOWGY

3.1

Study area and data type

The area studied covers the forest stretch· along . Nyamagita, ·Bwinamira, Bulyango,
Kyamongiand Nyabigoma. villages,Budongo sub-countyin MasindiDistrict, and Kihamba,
Mpunda, Birungu, and Kitembeka villages, Kitoba·· sub-county in HoimaDistrict both inWestem
Uganda. These areas were chosen on basis ofthe following:
these districts have fairly large areas ofcommunal forest resources.
these forests are extensively used bythe local communities.
they have diverse historical settlement periods whereby Hoima has the longest and
most. stable settled community while Masindi has interinediate settlers and also has
among them··fairly recently and unstable
settled communities.
some forest . sites have homogeneous commmities and others . heterogeneous
communities.
some. of these forests appear to be sustainably utilized by the local
communities while others are being degraded.
For a study.to have a sound policy. implication, it should be based upon more.appropriate
household and village-level data that can capture a fair measure ofdiversity.
The ··research therefore employed a s~mi-structuredquestionnaire andPRA (participatory
Rural Appraisal) techniques. Data was gathered on such variables as size of land holdings,gender
ofhousehold head, level ofeducation of household head, ethnic backgrounds and size ofhousehold
with the view that such socio-economic backgrounds easily affect attitudes about common property
use andmanagement-Questions onresource use were askedoD.both farm andnon-fann activities.
Fannactivities. such.as opening new areas of crop land andcropping·pattems are· assumed
to affect the rate of forest encroachment.· Non-fannactivities such· as pitsawing, charcoal ourning,
crafts. making and house ·construction also affect the rate ofdeforestation..Also factors external to
individual decisions on. resource use·affect how much agents are willing to contribute to collective
resource management. Government.fiscal· policy, commercial resource exploitationpolicies,and
infrastrucmraldevelopment are also such crucial factors in question.

3.2

Dataeolleetion

Data, oasicallyqualitative, was gathered by the researcher in person·froma.sample·.of358
respondents out of a total of a population of 150 households. Five villages within the vicinity were
covered.·in Masindi while .only· four. were identified in Hoima.. A. resource map was drawn together
with a few willing villagers participating to identitY the locations of different resources available to
them.
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A household list was made for each ofthe villages and a random sample of households.was
selected .for both .sites respectively. This was supplemented by unstructured interviews with
knowledgeable informants and group discussions with women's groups and by case studies. Key
infonnants are usually knowledgeable, prominent, articulate members of the community and can be
extremely helpful though their infonnation may not necessarily be representative of the community.
Participant observation, an· informal and flexible method of social research which .involves the
participation in local activities and conversation was particularly a· useful· tool as well. as nonparticipant observation where one simply observes and records social activities without any active
involvement.
3.3 Data analysis

Through employing the powers .of ·a.. computer facility a variable ·description file. was
prepared and run with the raw data ·toproduce a complete SPSSdata file. The data was then
analysed using SPSS software statistical·package.Chi-square and t-tests were carried out to test
for statistical differences between ethnic groups, education levels and ages in pattemsof forest
resource use. Chi-square is ·.particularly the .most. appropriate test· for investigating differences
between.certain variables for·categorised parts ofthe data.
Descriptive data was summarised and illustrated with graphic analysis.· The. subtle inter-play
between various factors can only be clearly observed by the . . possibility of .looking at the cross
tabulations and correlations between factors. The datawas··alsoused ·in the method of Weighted
Least squares (WLS) and Logitanalyses to detenninefactors that influence communal resource use
and communal resource management spirit. The .dependent· variable was·the amount· of fuelwood
resource used by households and willingness· to manage. The·· explanatory variables .were all or
some ofthese:
Commercialisation of the market. This variable was included to establish whether there are
any forest products that are traded.
Education
Decline in availability
Size of land holdings
Liquidity constraints·(income)
Population density (family size)
Proximity to forest resource (distance)
Ethnicity
Government policy
Gender
Initially charcoal was proposed to bean alternative source of fuel but upon receiving 100%
negative response, it.was dropped.
3.4 The models

Using the WLS method the estimated variable Yi is the quantity of fuelwood used by
households .which is detennined bya number ·of independent· variables. These· include:
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commercialisation of the market, size of landholding, liquidity constraints, population ···size,
proximity to forest, and government policy. These factors influence the behavioral· decisions. of a
householdtodetennine what amount of resource to use. This is a demand equation even if the
price. of firewood which ·isnonnally··a very .important demand··factor is not· included. This.is
because, according to survey fmdings,ftrewood is hardly traded in the areas of study.
Due to the predictive power of the model variables, they have been used as independent
variables in the demand equations below:
Yi =f3o +f31 landi + P2famsiz~ +P3 headedni+~4 incom~ + f3 5disti+ p~aget +P7 seXi +
psformempr+J..li·
(i)
where Yi,quantityofresource. in cubic metreiis the dependent variable. The independent
variables are:
Size ofland holding in hectares
land
Family.size (proxy for population size)
Famsize
Proximity to the resource
Dist
Income of household
Income =
Education.level
Headedn
Age
Age
Formal.employment
Formemp
=
dummy variable representing gender
a
Sex

Bo,••• ,f3n=
Jl

coefficients to be estimated from the data.
error term

The data was also run using the logit model of qualitative choice. The purpose of a
qualitative choice model such as logit is to help determine the probability that an individual, with a
given set of attributes, will make one choice (willing to manage, Le.,Y :::: 1) rather than the
altemative{not willing to manage, i.e. Y = 0).·· ·In this way.it is possible·to··find a·relationship
between· a set of attributes describing an individual and the probability that the .individual will make
a given choice. The data .are such thatYi .is not a continuous quantitative variable; it is discrete. The
logistic regression tests whether 'opinion' responses are dependent on .specific. factors· such as
education, age, ethnic.group, and gender. Thesetopinion' variables will be grouped dichotomously
into 'No' and 'Yes' responses. A dummy variable as a proxy for the dependent variable will be used
with a. value ofl assigned to the presence of a·factor or 'Yes' .response and a .value of 0·.assigned to
the absenceofafactor or'No'response. As Koutsoyiannis (1911) putsit, extensive application of
dummy variables is ·being.used by ecortometricians.in· the. study of socio-economic·relationships,in
an attempt to measure the .interrelationships between pure economic variables andsocio-economic
factors.

The volume of each piece of firewood in aheadloadwas·· measured· and ·it was found out that
approximately 25headloads make 1 cubic metre.
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The model is.presentedasfollows:

R= l/l+e-z

where z = (\) +aIXI

B· = probability of an event .occurring while e =··.·the base of natural logarithms
approximately·2.718. Note thatz is the linear·comhinationofthe socio-economicfactors·(~).earlier
identified such as· education, age, and government policy. Another dummy variable used as a proxy
for gender will be introducec;l to cater for sex stratification. (lj, ••• ,an are the coefficients to be
estimated from· the data.
Pi(9,1}=·3o + at seXj + a21an~ + a3 famsiz~+
arqtycubmi+ asdist + at> marstati + J..11...... (ii)
Where Pi is the probability. It· is expected that· the probability thata· household is willing to
participate in communal resource managementwill be determined by the above factors.

3.5 Theoretical·Basis for OLS, and Logit Models
3.5.1 The Ordinary Least Squares Method
Ordinary Least Squares is mostly used by social scientists to do multiple regression
analysis~ Its aim. is to 'fit' a line to· a set of points or observations by.minimizing the sum of the
squares of the error terms (Gujarat, 1989). The· regression equation, \i = I:~kXik +
ui
1, denotes Yas the dependent variable, and ·Xk fork=2, ,k are .independent
variables, and Jl. as the random error· (or disturbance term). The latter is unobserved and~k are
unknown constants. We observe only Yi and ~k,the values in the sample for the dependent and
independent variables.respectively. The· central problem· is toestimatetbe unobserved constants· of
parameters, ~k assuming.parameter estimates·to bedenotedbYf3k.Replacing··the·J3k·in equation 1
with~k yields
Yi = I:f3kX ik+ .(1•••••••• 2
This equation may be rearranged to solve forthe error term:
~ = Yi .- ·{3kXik
3
Equating equation· 3 and· summing over all·N obsevations·yieldsthe sum of squared errors.. The
OLS. estimates of f3tc are those which minimise that sum.
The regression model bases itself on the assumption thatthe independent variables· must all be
relevant,· and. that· the error term·· should.not· be correlated .with an)'.· of the independent variables;· it
should have a mean of zero so that the OLS solutions'.·~k, . ·will be unbiased estimaters of the
unknown parameters of interest,~k. Also the error term should have constant variance across all
observations and is uncorrelated from one observation to another. Also theerrortenn is assumed
to be normally distributed, hence BLUE for best, linear, unbiased estimator.
However in a dichotomous dependent variable , the linear probability model is employed .
This places no restrictions on the values that the·independent variables take on exceptthat they not
be exact linear combinations ofeach other. They maybe continuous, interval level, positive or zero,
integers or dichotomous (dummy variables). The dependent variable however is assumed to be
continuous. Since there are no restrictions on the XS, the f3ks or the J,ts, then Yi rnustbe free to take
on any value from negative infinity to positive infmity.
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Aldrich. and Nelson (1990), however, argue fuata linear regression model where the
expected value of Yireduces to the probability that Yi ranges between zero and unity OLS
estimates of ~kwillbe unbiased. However, the assumption<that the J.!is have a constant variance
cannot be maintained. That the varianceoflli variessystematicaUy with the values of the
independent variables. As a result, estimates of the sampling variances will not be correct,andany
hypothesis tests (tandF tests) or confidence intervals based on these sampling variances will. be
invalid, even for very large samples.
A solution to this lies in Goldberger's (1964) proposed two-step, weighted estimator. to
correct the problems ofOLS regression ofthe linear probabilty model.
The.fwst step is to do the usualtegressionof Yionthe ~k. In so .doing, the regression
yields the· unbiasedestimates~k. A set of weights is constructed for each observation from the
estimates. It is· worth· noting.. that· these. weights are· just the reciprocals· of the estimated standard
errors OfJ.!i. Thereafter both sides of equation 1 are multiplied byw.
It can be shown (Goldberger, 1964), .that (w,u) has a.. constant variance, so that regressing
(w,Y,) on (w,Xuc) byOLS yields new estimates, say, ~k, which are not only unbiased butalso have
the smallest possible sampling variances. The standard errors ofthe second set ofestimates,pk,are
the correctones for conducting hypothesistests,and the like. FinallY,J.!b taking on but two values,
cannot· be··.nonnally distributed. However, in large samples,Pk turns ·out tobe··approximately
nonnally distributed, so that hypothesis.tests and the .like can be.used in the usual manner. The only
statistic resulting from the second stage estimation but one ofwhich is not ofmuch use isthe It .
The issue. ofR2 not·being of much ·use is supported by. Goodman (1976) as quoted by
Opio-Odongo(1980) when he asserts that the OLS can be used provided certain criteria are met,
namely: mean sample size of at least 100 degrees of freedom; mean value •for dichotomous
dependent variable as close as possible to 0.5 and at least within the 0.2 to 0.8 range; categorical
measurement of all dependent variables and avoidance of rigorous interpretation of estimated
standard errororR2 estimates.
3.5.2 The Discrete Choice Model of Logit (DCML)

TheDCML is one of the two most developed and, therefore, most common and widely
available· alternatives toOLS, besides· the probit model. The ·methods ·ofestimation are· examined on
assumptionth.at.the data·are·random sample ofunreplicateddata·with a dichotomous·Y. The point
of probit and·logit·analyses is to measure the··relationship·between the exogenous variable, X, and
the dependent. ··variable Y. .Reported coefficient estimates. are. the asymptotically . unbiased ·and
efficient point estimates to be used for this purpose.
Logit is one of the statistical·· models· of qualitative choice which assumes that when
individuals .are faced with a choice between two discrete alternatives, their choice depends onthe
individuals' socio-economic characteristics (pindyckand Rubnifeld, 1981).
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Hill and Kau (1993), have also observed that a . decision. variable, Y, is. designated. as the
dependent variable in an··. equation with only one explanatory independent variable, X. If the
observedYis defmed in the context of probability, the Ywill take only two values: Y=1 of the
decision results in an action and Y=O if it results in no action. The dichotomous nature of this kind
of decision is· illustrated by the .line ATUB ·.inFigure ·2. PointT represents the "breaking point" or
"threshold".
At values ofX >T,.there is a probability·of 1 of positive action or decision. At values below T, the
probability is zero.
When the decision variable,Y,takesononly values of 0 or land the thresholds of all
members in a sample are distributedamong.defferentvalues·ofthe explanatory·variable (e.g,·l1, T2,
T3, ••• ,Tn in Figure 3), then the expected functional relationship of the threshold decision model
would resemble a sigmoid curve.. Adistributionofthresholds within a random sample would be
expected because of individual differences such as, age, educational background, and so on.
Yamane (1960), suggested that the sum of a number of independent random variables is
asymptotically. nonnal·regardless .of the· distribution· of the individual variables..Since the threshold
of an .individual. is influenced by·numerous variables focused.· .into .a· single response, distribution of
thresholds· in a large sample of individuals can .logically ·be assumed to.be normal, and the expected
functional relationship between the expected use of aresource and the explanatory variables will be
a Donnal sigmoid curve such·asAB iu.Figure 3.
The main characteristic of a normal sigmoid curve is the existence of sections in the lower
and upper ranges· of the explanatory variable (or variables)· in which an increase in the·explanatory
variable would not exert any (or at most negligible) influence on the value of the decision variable.
A sensitive response in the decision variable can be· observed only in the segment between·the two
extremes. The end-point of the lower range may be regarded as the "threshold" of that explanatory
variable.
Beyond the threshold' point, a normal sigmoid curve first increases at a decreasing rate,
finally reaching a maximum at ·aprobability value. of 1.
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Figure 2. An individual decision threshold
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

The People, The Resource, and Resource User Groups

In this. section, results of the analysis of some socio-economic factors and their relationship
with fuelwoodresource use are· reported. In addition, results of the· analysis ofthe effects of socioeconomic factors on communal management spirit are presented. Authority-power-sharing factors
such·· as· age, land, education,. income, fonnal employment as well as other .factors that do not only
influence fuelwood. consumption but also decision··.on·. collective spirit· such as·· sex (proxy for
gender), distance (proxy for proximity to the resource), tribe (proxy forethnicity), and fan.1ily size
are· brought into play. Various .levels· of fuelwood resource use have been tabulated against these
characteristics to establish the degree oftheir relationships.
In all these relationships, the chi-square test of independence indicates the level of
significance. According to Norusis (1988),. for large sample sizes,. small departures from
independence· are statistically· significant and for significance .to.hold,· ·.the··expected ·frequenc1,
should be greater than one. In this way, the hypotheses. advanced will be either accepted or rejected
depending on the significance ofthe chi-square value.

4.1.1 The People
Participatory· Rural Appraisal,.·a .qualitative research methodology that puts a particular
emphasis on tapping the knowledge . of local people and incorporating their perspectives as an
integrated part of the research process, was employed in the initial stages ofthe study.

Although only two villages were selected at each study site for this purpose, and latera
household survey discovered. that each village in the two study sites presents. unique opportunities
and constraints, the natural resource management and tenure systems. therein 9haracterise
conditions that can be found ··in much of the study area. The area comprised multi-ethnic
communities of diverse socio-cultural backgrounds. These are .the Banyoro who are predominant,
(60.2%), and are more. permanently· settled, the Lugbara, (19.3%), the Alur, (12%), the Okebo,
(4.1%), and a few others who did not feature prominently, {4.4%).Other than the Banyorowho
are the natives of the area, the .rest are· mainly immmigrants.·Survey data.. indicates that 63% of the
respondents who migrated from outside districts came from the West Nile districts of Nebbi and
Arua while 98% ofthose who·· are alien are ofZaireanandSudaneseorigin (Table 2).

Expected values are what you would expect . if two variables are·· independent. By . definition two
variables are independent if the probability that a case falls into a given cell is simply the product of
the marginal probabilities of the categories defining the cell.· If the variables· are independent, then
the observed and expected frequencies should be small. If the probability is small enough (usually
less than 0.05 or 0.01), the hypothesis that the two variables are independent is rejected Hence the
smaller the significance level, the more the relationship andthf!biggerthe chi-square.
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Distribution of Survey Respondents by Ethnic Groups by District (percent)

Table 2.

Ethnic Group

District
Masindi
24.1

Alur
Lendu/Logo

5.1

Okebo

8.2

Nyoro

20.9

Lugbara

38.6

These include Ganda,
isolat.ed cases.

Source:

99.5

3.1

other*

*

Hoima

0.5

Gungu,

Samia,

Kiga,

and other

Survey data

Whereas there was no significant differences between the two districts under stuW in
regard to such characteristics as age structure, education levels, average family size, proximity to
the nearest forest, and commercialisation of forest products,. it is interesting to note that such
socioeconomic .characteristics as average land holding,· sex composition, formal· .employment,
household income, and change infuelwood resource use overtirnevaried somehow (Table 3).
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Table 3

Socio-economic
Characteristics
District (Percent).

Farmer Characteristics

of

Respondents

District
Masindi

Hoima

Age (yrs):
0-35
36-90

43.0
57.0

51.5
48.5

Sex:
Male
Otherwise

77.8
22.2

43.5
56.5

Land (acres):
0-5
5.1-48

70.9
29.1

65.0
35.0

Family size:
0-6
7-28

58.2
41.8

67.0
33.0

Heads' Education Level:
None
P1-P3
P4-P7
Junior
o 'level
A'Level
Post-secondary
Missing

19.6
9.5
51.9
3.2
6.3
.6
1.3
7 .·6

17.0
12.0
47.5
6.5
12.5
2.5
1.0
1.0

Formal employment:
No
Yes

69.6
30.4

67.5
32.5

Sale of Forest Products:
No
Yes

93.0
7.0

78.5
21.5

Annual Household income:
0-100.000
101.000-551000

55.7
44.3

15.5
84.5

Distance from forest
0-0.5
0.51-4

61.4
38.6

68.5
31.5

58.2
41.8

61.0
39.0

Management by forest:
Yes
otherwise

(kms):
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by

Firewood decrease:
Yes

17.7

otherwise

82.3

36.0
64.0

Source: Survey data
It was found that the majority of the respondents in both cases owned not more than five
acres of land, 11.2% and 65.2% in Masindi ~d Hoima, respectively with an average of5acres
each. Although this may look reasonable enough compared to other areas such as Kabale and
Mbaleand comforms to the national average as recorded by World Bank (1993), it remains only
within the bounds of cash and food crop commitments.. This is no surprise because the land
resource was mentioned as the major constraint to owning personal woodlots for which reason the
majority (82%) confessed having planted fruit trees side·· by· side with other crops on .their fields.
However, this is more acute ,in Masindi than in Hoima as PRAresultshave shown already because
of the migrant'·nature of the· majority residents,' 79.1% in Masindi as' opposed to·· the . Banyoro .in
Hoima,··99.5% and are more. settled. This too explains the question of income which in.this study
acts as a proxy for social status (personality), or wealth. The majority 84.3% ofthe respondents in
Hoima had annual incomes within the one hundred thousand and five million shillings range
compared to their counterparts in Masindi (43.5%). Although tobacco featured most prominently
as a major source of cash income, the>presence ofB.A.T(1984) Co (U) Ltd. offices in Hoima
cultivates a lor of confidence and motivation in tobacco growing as a poverty alleviation
commodity for the locals. However, both groups agreed to agriculture as being their major source
of income while .the sale of forest ··products fonnsan insignificant compOnent of their sources ·of
income, 1.1% and. 21.2% .for.Masindi and Hoima, respectively. As shown in . Table 3, ·both
communitygroups.·live.within·the range of a half kilometre from their homesteads and.very few
seem to .have .noticed. decreases in fuelwood .quantities in .the .forest. They actually expressed no
scarcity at all. One of the· reasons they advanced·was·thatwhen trees are felled· by pitsa\vyers, the
remaining unsawn parts .are left accessible. to women food custodians and the men· brick burners
and tobacco curers. Although this .looks positive from the view point of availability of the food
preparing facility, the majority, 18.5% expressed concern that the forest has rapidly dwindled at the
hands.·of irresponsible harvestors·whom they identified as··mainly the· Bakig~. In order.·to test .the
hypotheses advanced for the study, cross-tabulations were done between various factors· in orderto
establish relationships stipulated. Household ·income, for instance was related with· will11gness to
cooperate. It was hypothesised that people with low incomesare the most likely to cooperate.
The .·a . priori ·expectation was· that there .would be ·a significant relationship.· between
household income and commitment. to the· principle· of communal .resource· management· and the
results· are presented in table .4.. The rest of the results in the table indicate a significant relationship
betweenwillmgness to··carry out community resourcemanagement~ and various· other socioeconomic factors. For instance, at the.indicated levels of significance, it is.revealed·that.the··factors
tabulated are .clos~ly related··with the potential ·interest of the·. population. in communal resource
management. It is also shown that respondents in either study area differ when the· chi-square· is
calculated for each of them with respect to employment, management by government and whether
4

Bakiga·are an ethnic group from south-western Uganda. They are famous for their ability toprovide
labour in labour wanting parts within the country. In this case they do not only prOVide labour to
pitsawyers .buta number ofthem do the pitsawing themselves
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or not there is communal work done in the area. This .implies that the hypothesis of independence
by district can not be rejected. The theory that· different areas respond differently is. supported by
the results as indicated.

Table 4.

Chi-Square Analysis of the .• RelationsbipBetween Willingness·· to Participate
in. Communal Resource Management and VariousSocio-economic .Factors
by· District

Relationship

District
Masindi

Holma

Willingness vs:
1. Age:

x2

d.f
Significance

13 .46***

2
0.000

6 .26**

2
0.04

2. Income:

x2
d.f
Significance
3. Sex:

x2

d.f
Significance
4.Formal Employment:

X2

5.

14 .83***

5 .. 69**

2
0.000

2
0.05

13 .57~**

4.47*
2

2
0.000

0.10

5.1S*

d.f
2
Significance
0.07
Management by forest department:

X2

d.f
Significance
6. Done communal work:
X2

7.57

4
0.27
4.63*

3.04

d.f
2
Significance
0.09
7.Need for forest association:
X2

d.f
Significance
S.Willngness to pay:

X2
d.f
Significance

2
0.21

53.20***

2
0.000
62.05***
4
0.000
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14 .65***

2
0.000
S .12*
2

O.OS

,

* Significant at 1%,

5%, and 10% level of

sign~ficancerespectively

Source: Survey data

The hypotheses 2, 3,4, and 5 as advanced in the text can also be validated by looklngat
chi-square values for various related factors in table 5. Note should be taken however, that the chisquare statistic·is· a test of independence or relationship;. it provides little information about the
strength or form of the association between two variables. In order to ascertainthe strength ofthe
relationships.between···.defferent. variables and more especially the strength and dependence·· of
variabl~sasofprime.concern, indexes that· attempt to' quantify the relationships.. between various
variables and for. purposes of hypotheses testing have been developed.
Chi-Square· Analysis of the ·Relationship Between Various· Other ·.Socioeconomic Factors

TableS.

Relationship
Mnagement by Government vs
Tribe:

P ··er c e n t

x2

43.28***

d.f
Significance
Income vs Tribe:

15
0.000

'X 2

68.66***

d.f
Significance
Tenure Type VsTribe:

5
0.000

X2
d.f
Income

VB

23.13**

15
0.04

Significance
Sex:

X2

5. 83**

d.f
Significance
Income····vs Age:

1
0.01

X2

94 .. 83***

64
0.007

d.f
Significance
Farmingvs Response:

X2

418.29***

d.f
Significance
Communal Water mangement
vsRespone:

X2

8
0.000
413.59***

d.f
Significance
Communal Road maintanance
vsResponse:

8
0.000
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x2
d.f
Significance
, ** ,*Significant at 1%,
respectively

419 . 06***
12
0.000

5%,

andlD% level of significance

Source: Survey data
4.1.2 The Resources
The major resources which are utilised by the population in both Masindi·and ·Hoima
districts· include; the forest, the wetlands· (swamp), .land, .and water..The .most .important resource
for the population is land.for settlement and· growing of crops. Some of the .land in Masindi district .
is public while. a sizeable chunk. is an individual's private.estate. In Nyamagitavillage in Masindi
district where· the· majority of villagers are immigrants,initial access to the public land was
sanctioned by the RC1 5 and the elders who would··allocate avacimtportion ofthe.landtoanew
comer. At the time of allocation, these authorities educate the new occupant on the rules governing
land.access in the village. Such rules are:
When·emigrating, only improvements ·on· the.land .are sold but not the land itself:
Adherence to boundarydefmition is mandatory to· avoid conflict.
There is freedom of bequest.
The· ReI officials and the elders have . thepower to· evict bad·elements from the
village directly or by appealing to the Resistance
Council hierarchy
According to the villagers, there·was no more public land left unoccupied. This has led to
some families settling on privately owned leased land. In Nyamagita village in particular,one
landlord with 450 acres of land had availed use ofhis land to the immigrants. Though no permanent
structure was allowed on the land and no sale except those improvements on the land,still the
inheritance facility prevailed and the land .was managed on.customary.principles.
Two types of forests were identified in the study. area. The public forest which refers· to a
non-gazetted forest on .public land and then. a private. forest. All. pitsawing and charcoal burning
(where carried out) as well as harvest of any forest product on commercial basis was done on the
public forest with licences provided by the Forest Department.. The villagers were free to collect dry
fuelwood and to cut building poles for subsistence at any time.
As agents of government.·.at grassroots level, the ReI is .expected··to help· enforce the rules
governing sustainable harvesting ·of the forest resources.... The villagers expressed· 'a strong
attachment with the forest declaring that they would wish to have the forest in place for ever and if
possible expand it by planting.. eucalyptus ·species.. The .private. forest on the· other hand was ·less
accessible than the public forest. The villagers have open access to collect deadwood but could cut
5 Resistance Council] is the·lowest level of local authority in· Uganda, called so at the timeofthe·survey.
Now it has·been renamed Loca/Council] under the Uganda's new constituotion.
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building poles or fell a tree only with the approval of the owner. In.·separate interviews, the villagers
and the .owner·of the·private·forest concurred that there were virtually ·no serious· encroachments
into the private forest to warrantan alarm.
A .lot of products are· obtained.from forests by the ·local·population, the· most .important
being: building poles,frrewood, medicinal products, craft materials and foods. Mostrespondents.by
ommisionorcommissiondid not indicate timber as a major resource to them. Other non-tangible
benefits . such as provision of clean water, acting as a· windbreak, and the high level of rainfall· in the
area is also attributed to the presence of forests. Preference ranking was carried out in ,two of the
villages to detennine which· of the above produetsand services was most important to the people.
The results shown in Tables 6 and 7 below came about after participants in Nyamagita were
divided into MO·.• groups, AandB, respectively while in Bwinamira only five respondents··(R1-R5)
were selected to representthe participants:
Table 6.

Preference· Ranking of Forest Products in Nyamagita Village
Group A

Product
Water
Firewoo'd
Building poles
Craft materials
Land
Timber
Medicine
Foods/Fruits
.

Group B Total score

8

8

7

7

6
5
1
4
2

5
3
6
3
4
1

3

Rank

16
14
11
8

1
2
3
4

7
7

5

6
4

7

5
8

Source :PRA

Table 7.

Preference Ranking of Forest Products in
Bwinamira Village

Product
Building
materials
Foods
Inorganic
materials
Water
Craft
materials
Firewood
Medicine
Non-tangibles

Rl

R2

R3

R4

R5 Total score

Rank

7

5

8

8

8

36

1

4

8
7

6
4

7
4

3

5

7

28
27

2
3

6
8

4
1

5

5
6

5
6

25
24

5

5
5
3

3
6
2

7
2
1

2
1

2
1

3

4

19
15
13

3

Source: PRA
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4

6
7

8

According to Table 6, water was the most important resource for the people ofNyamagita
village whereas building materials waS the most important .product obtained from· the forest for the
Bwinamira people.· This was so because mostwater·sources for.the fIrst village were·situated in the
forest whereas for the second· village the waterweUs were protected·. and just near but not in·the
forest. Also most construction activities including building houses were done using local materials
in which case the ranks were reasonable for both villages.
Firewood was ranked second for Nyamagita village because it was used daily as the only
source of cooking energy and. for provision of warmth. ·This·· is ··.supported by· the scarcity· or
unavailability of the nearest alternative tofrrewood- charcoal. Almost 100% negative response to
any charcoal burning .activity in the area was reported. However,in Bwinamira village firewood did
not command a .significant position because most·.of it ·was·collected from the hill tops,fallow land
and gardens. Besides most of the people involved in ranking were men whose biased position is
· that this is a woman's resource and ratedit very low.
Foods ·were ranked high in. Bwinamira.. Although it··was discovered that .the amounts
involved are very small the people believed that forest foods playa vital role in the survival of the
community during periods offood··shortage\suchas droughts. In Nyamagita village, however, they
occupied last position with· the argument that only lazy people go to the forest as last resort to· solve
their food· scarcity problems.
The study found out that many tree products enter into traditional pharmacopeia. While this
use has diminished as people have gainedaccessto·westemmedicines, it continues to be'
particularly important for the elderly, children and women who rely on many local products during
pregnancy and child birth. The fact that it was ranked low in spite of the absence of a major
hospital, is ·because .many of the herbs used for medicinal purposes .could be found. in gardens and
fallow land.
Although the residents. exposed their awareness of the role of the:6rest in environmental
protection, this non-tangible product was ranked last in Bwinamira village.
However, most respondents. were. ·of the view that the forest should be. protected against
destruction so that they continue for ever to get the benefits the forest provides. The household
survey clearly brought it out when 87.3% and·.76.0%· ofthe..• respondents in Masindi and Hoima
respectively, resentedthe idea that the forest should be cleared because not only do they benefit
directly from such products as firewood, building·. and craft materials, foods and .medicines; -they
also enjoy the indirect benefitas·a rain influencing resource (33.8%).
4.1.2.1 Fuelwood Consumption
Literature has made it clear that fuelwood is· still a major source of energy for cooking and
warmth. Hamilton (1984) reported that wood is believed to produce over 90% of the total fuel
used in Uganda At .household level,firewood· may.· be gathered daily from farm .clearing,. village
woodlots, single .trees and forests. The highest.· consumption always· occurs .infishingvillages,
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households involved in distillation of~ (a local strong crude spirit), and small scale industries
such as brick-making (Nyeko, 1995). Although FAO (1978), reported that up to 15% ofhousehold
income is spent on fuelwood in the highlands of the Republic of Korea, and up to 25% in the
poorer parts ofthe Andean sierra and Sahelian zone, no such evidence was. gathered·in this study to
the ·effect that firewood was being traded. As Harrison (1981) reported, for most·rural families,
firewood is stillfree and the burden is in the numberofbours that have to be spent searching for
sticks and branches. In the event of a rainy season, for instance, when the forest becomes boggy
and soggy,.· people find themselves wandering in the fields and hills gatheringfrrewood.
Just··as Julia (1990) found out, .forest products eatl.contribute to household income. Some
products such as mushrooms, fruits, honey, animal meat to mention but a few, were found to be
seasonally marketed "which is 'at its peakdwing the agricultural slack periods when less time is
required for farming activity and the ··need for cash •income ·is high". It was also reported that some
timber and·· other raw .materials for· local craftsmen. were ·marketed by some locals..FAO (1978)
reports· that throughout the developing world, doors and. other building materials, woodwork,
furniture, tools and other ·.agricultural inputs such as fence··.posts are made locally •within·· ··the
communities. The products together with wooden handicrafts and other products ofnon-wood raw
materials can also be marketed outsidethe community. Again FAO (1978) reported that in India,
the income.from gathering and selling fuelwood is an important part of the economy of forest
villagers, especially for the poor. Though not very significantly, this study too identified a
reasonable percentage of respondents, 21.5% and 7.0010 in Hoima and Masindi respectively,
accepting having sold forest products in the previous year.
4.1.3 Resource User Groups
Men and women of different age groups and diverse ethnic backgrounds both from within
and outside exploit forest resources in the area. One could not say that either men or women have
significantly higher· exploitation or use levels than the other. What .is . clear,according·· to.PRA
findings, is that .women were not owners of land as was categorically clarified nor were they
allowed an··active role in resources· management. Active (able-bodied) adults held the·dominantrole
in resource.use especially·with regard to men as far as construction and· cultivation of cash· crops
like tobacco and coffee were concerned, and women as custodians of food.
AltlIough·it is traditionally the work offemales to collect firewood.(Harrison, 1981), its use
was found not.to be.based on sex..Thehypothesis·thatthereisno relationship··betweenfuelwood
consumption and sex ofrespondent in this case is supposed to be accepted Norusis (1988) said; for
large· sample sizes, the low observed .significance· levels indicate that there is a very. small but nonzero linear relationship between the two variables, evidence that made us not conclude to· that
effect. .However,. there. did not seem.to be any significant· competition between men and women
over resources,perhaps because those that were shared such··as wood and water were abundant.
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Othersocio-economic factors such as age and family size were significant in both Masindi
and Hoima but land, household head's level·ofeducationand.. formalemployment found significance
only in Hoima and not in·MasindLTable 8 summarises thefmdings while Figures .4 and. 5* exhibit
the distribution of fuelwood use, in both study areas.
*.Figure 4 shows that.· the distribution. has a very sharp peak at ·about 2.5 cubic metres; it has

smaller peaks at 4.25 and 6.5. So the majority of Masindi cases consume between 2.5 and 6.5
cubic metres offuelwoodper year.·Similarly, .the Hoimapeople consume between 2.5 and 6.5 with
the highest peak at 4.5 (figure 5). In both cases, the distribution is approximately normal.
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Table 8.

Chi-Square Analysis of the Relationship
Between Levels of· Fuelwood Use and Various
Socio-economic Factors by District
District

Relationship

Hoima

Masindi
Fuelwood quantity vs:

1.

Age:

2. Distance:

x2

3.7**

d.f
Significance

1

1

0.05

0.009

X2

0.12
1
0.91

0.05
1
0.81

0.36
1
0.54

0.13
1
0.01

1.72
1 .
0.19

11.85***

0.42
1
0.51

0.17
1
0.67

7.70
5
0.17

0.32
5
0.56

d.f
Significance
3. Income:

x2
d.f
Significance

4. Land:

x2
d.f
Significance

6. 6***

1
o~ooo

5. Sex:

x2
d.f
Significance
6.Tribe:

x2
d.f
Significance
7.Head's education:
X

2

15.06**

9.04

d.f
Significance
8.Formal Employment:

X2

d.f
Significance
9. Family size:

7

7

0.03

0.24

4 • 67**

0.86
1
0.35

1
0.03

X2

2.96*
d.f
1
Sign~ficance
0.08
Management by forest department:

X2

1.19

d.f
Significance

2
0.75

10.9***
1

O. 000 10.

2.18
2

0.33

31

, * Significant ~t1%, 5%~ and 10% level of
significance respectively
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Figure 4.·· Di.$tr.ibution of .Househo1d Fue1wood Use i.n. Nasindi. Study Area.
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Figure 5 . Distribution of Bouseho1d Fue1woodUse in Boima Study Area.
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Informants reported that the. use· of wood had increased over time largely.· due. to. the pole
demand for house construction. When immigrants move . in,. their.frrst· investment is in houses..This
has ·led to polescarcityas.'76%ofthe respondents.in the. household survey reported. Fuelwood is
collected by women and children who did not report any particular difficulties· in accessibility to the
preferred tree· species. within reasonable distaneeof their compounds, 0.5 kilometres on average.
What is· wonying is that whether tlsed.for pitsawing ,. firewood,building,or·.brick burning, use of
techniques.·that encourage· regeneration. of trees was completely absent. Although· .92% of the
respondents were affinnative when asked whether they plant trees, the majority (82%) planted·fruit
trees mainly Jackfruit, Avocado, Guava, and Mango. Only a few said they had planted eucalyptus
trees in .answer· to government's appeaL The rest· were isolated cases of'Musizi', 'Mutooma',
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'Musambya', 'Munyama', to cite but a few. Numerous examples of valuable species such as
'Mahogany' and 'Muvule' that had been intensively harvested were cited.
Different age groups.playdistinct roles in the community, and their. use· and exploitation of
resources varies too. Asa result, it is not surprising to find that the utilisation matrix in Table 9
shows clearly the preponderant role of the adults in. resource use.. Inlight of these. explanation
patterns, it is significant that the·adultage·.group plays·.an important.role·in decisions·concemingthe
management ofresources. However,allresources be it land or forest products are fully accessed by
alL
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Table 9. Resource Utilisation Matri/

User

Product
Men

Women

Elders

Youth

Outsiders

Forest

4

4

2

Land Holding

4

3

2

5

1

Land Use

5

4

2

2

1

Hills

4

4

4

Cash crops

5

1

4

3

2

Food crops

4

5

1

2

3

Water

2

5

4

1

3

Forest office

1.

K S W+

4

4

5

5
5

3

Source: BRA
# '

The figures are riot necessarily ranks but just .indicators of the magnitude of resource
utilisation as viewed· by villagers out ofa score of five. For example it was agreed that men
and women score 4, the youth 2, elders zero and outsiders 4 out of a score of 5 in use of
forest· resources

+

Kinyara.Sugar"Works

4.1.4 .Institutional Inv:olv:emcnt in Resource Management

As·•.··hadearlier··.been noted, naturally .growing trees..· can be. the .property·of individuals
(private .forest) or .can be .part of the common property resources .of the village (Public f~rest)
depending on the nature of land ownership where the trees are growing. Whereas mother areas
such· as Guinea, as found out by Fischer (1993), protection of common property forest resources '
occurs through·. the designation of specific forested areas as homes for classified species,and their
mystification protects them from being touched, itis not clear whether the local population,local
authority or the state institution assumes primary responsibility for the protection and management
ofthese forestresources in Uganda. The Ugandan state as earlier observed, both colonial and postcolonial· had absolute responsibility for gazetted forests while non-gazetted forests. remained under
quasi-state control. .The state system of forest protection often manifested' itself in ·abusive
application of inappropriate rules, with the forest· guards playing a police. role. Currently the state
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lacks the capacity both financial and human to' patrol and protect all of the country's forests. This
was supported by the views'of the local population (58.8%) ··thatthe forest belongs to .Forest
Department {or government} and yet a numberto reckon with, 33 out of214, answered that the
Forest Department. had failed 'to manage .it appropriately. On the other .hand, local authorities,
notably RC officials had increased protection efforts sincetheir inception ten years ago.
According to survey results, 5.4%reported<RC officials as being responsible for regulation
of forest harvesting and specifically as fIrst recommenders for issuance of licences for commercial
harvest.· Special recognition should be accorded the fact that the'RCofficials neither'possessed legal
authority, over nor reap any fmancial benefits from the existance ot:. the forest. Nevertheless, their
role in the regulatory use andprotection'ofthe forest.isnoteworthy.At least 90% of people who
responded to RC officials as playing a role .in' forest management, recognised· a job well done. This
had been so due to:
increased local demand for the forest resources; and
outsider's demands on their resources
The role played by elders,. though subservient' to·the RC authority, can also not be ignored.
Although the other institutions would play a more active role in daily management,.·elders held an
eminent moral role and' decision· making function· and therefore were consulted and conferred with
before important decisions were made and whenever conflicts would arise.

4.1.5 Conflictand- ConflictResolution
Conflicts usually occurred· in· regard to access, use and .management of forest resources. It
is worth mentioning rights of use and access were divided between individuals and communities in
a complex and.evolving matrix ofrules and practices.
Rule violations by subsistence forest harvestors were' resolved at RC I level.. Violations by
commercial ·harvestors were forwarded, .to the Forest Department. Such. ··caseswere.. usually
prosecuted' by the' Department .and if a violator was' convicted a nominal penalty. was administered.
To enforce such a nominal penalty theForest Department seized the tools used in the violation. In
the PRA exercise, the villagers reported that there was abundant forest resources and asa result
there . were no" significant, conflicts .over their use.. ·This '. angered, 'well.with .the .fmdings· from the
household survey where 80.4% agreed to have had no disputes over common property forest
resource use and where they occurred, they were resolved either by elders or RCI officials.
Nevertheless, although the idea ,of conflict was reported to be rare, a hierarchical·.system ,of
resolution was still in place. Once the disputants detenninedthatthey could not resolve the issue at
hand, elders and ReI 'to RC3,were appealed to in respect ofthe order.· Itwas under' extremely rare
cases that the conflict was transferred to the district level and the civic court. As for the private
owners, it was reported that rule violation by' villagers and subsequent conflict . was resolved
through dialogue and a word of waming. by the owner.
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4.1.6 WLSandLogit Analysis
In· regression· .analysis, if the disturbance variance . is not constant across··· observations ·the
regression is .said to .beheteroscedastic. In cross-sectional data analysis, it is·reasonable.toassume
that the disturbance terms are uncorrelated across observations... This situation is referredto as pure
heteroscedasticity for. example,.· in analysing .family· fIrewood·· consumption, we might.· observe that
richer families have greater variability in firewood consumption.than poorer families. Alsothe·ricner
families for . instance· can afford to send .their children to boarding schools, ·hence lower demand· for
firewood during. school term than during holidays when the·demand may be higher. The poor.who
rely primarily on firewood and have their children in the family almost all the time, tend to exhibit a
ratherconstant·.·.ftrewood . demand pattern. It is ·for this· reason that data transfonnation·into
logarithms was made.to..·.correct for·heteroscedasticity hence rendering It meaningless.. ·Note that
prior lmowledge.ofthe study problem was important in assuring the presence ofheteroscedasticity.
Using the variablesdefmed and the equations described in Chapter ·3 were estimated by the ·.two
methodsofWLS and logit analyses and results are presented in Figure 10.
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Table 10

Weighted Least Squares and LogitEstimates for equations (i) and (ii).
Equation (i)

Dependent
variables:
Independent
variables:
Constant

Sex

Equation (ii)
WILLMANG

QTYLOG

1. 087***
(5.79)

0.68
(0 .68)

0.18***

1.09***

(3.45)
Farmsize

0.22***
(4.16)

-0.14

,( 0 . 44)

o.14**
(2.49)

Land
Formemp

0.12

(0.35)

0.09*
(1. 69)
-0.05
(-0.88)

Dist
Age

(3.38)

<

Income

~0.21

(0. 68)
-0.046***

0.01
(0.51)

(4.68)

9.5xl0- 5

6.8x10- 7
(1.43)

(1.08)

Headedn

0.01

0.009

(0 • 93)

(1.13)

Qtycubm

0.22**
(2 . 59)

Marstat

-0.018
(0.05)

Donecom

0.85
(1.57)
--0.017***
(4.88 )

Timespen
Log-likelihood
-232.58
function
-2 log likelihood
Percent correctly predicted

310.94
94.4
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84~4

Chi-square {df 11)
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In case of WLS· analysis,. ·sex ·(a proxy for gender), family size, land, and fonnal
employment were positive and significant.· The positive relationship .indicates .that, the larger the
household, the morefuelwood is consumed. As was mentioned during PRA, a number· of
households use their gardens and 'fallow land areas as sources of firewood such that the more land
is committed to agricultural activity, the more peqple resort to the forest as an alternative source of
fuel. The proxy for gender, (sex) was also positive and· significant. As noted· earlier on, many
people.in Masindiand Hoimaare.engaged in tobacco growing and brick-making. Although, during
PRA, no. such distinction was found.·between sex oriented· bias· in terms offuelwood··consumption,
the activities mentioned above have b~en .identified in ,earlier studies, . as influencing the demand for
firewood. Nyeko· (1995). found out that .the highest .consumption always· occurs in fishing· villages,
households involved in distillation ofwaragi {a local strong crude spirit), and small scale industries
such as brick-making. Given the . fact that men have always dominated women. in . decisions·
concerning family· matters, it follows that .this variable indirectly··affects .fuelwood consumption
levels. Married women have automatic use offuelwoodiftheir husbands do. The converse is also
true.
Family .size was also found to be positive .and very significant at 1% level. This implies that
the more there are people in a household, the more the quantity of firewood is consumed. This
conforms to hypothesis 3 stipulated for the .study ·and ·is .consistent with demand ·.theory and
common sense.
Formal employment was found to be positive and significant too. The argument here is
that the more the.peopleare formally employed,. the more they earn· income that·can be directed to
expanding on their gardens, hence reducing on the" incidence .of concentration on gardens and
fallow areas as sources of fuelwood. Besides, most· people in··Hoimaare· engaged. in projects
introduced. by World Vision Intemational and International· Fund for Agricultural Development.
Such projects have. earned a number of them loans to commit to small scale micro projects such as
brick-making which.demands a reasonable quantity of firewood.
Factors such as distance, age, household income and household's education level did not
command any significance in .fuelwood consumption levels.. Though .it was·.hypothesised that·the
nearer the resource, the more useful it .is to the population, the results, while they. do not disputing
the importance, they contest the quantities.
Incase·offrrewood, it is seen in two ways:

1.

Irrespective of the distance; firewood is a necessity for the rural community. This was
clearly put by Craddock (The· New Vision. No.. 21, 1995} that the rural housewife has no
alternative yet to.woodfuel for· cooking and· that rural electrification or the· cash income to
afford (enough)·kerosene.are··lightyears away.

2.

The closeness to the forest puts the households·to the advantage of picking just. a few sticks
that· could not· easily be computed into· headloads which became worse where the children
were responsible for the collection. With income and education ·le .vels of the household
heads, their being low in .the fIrst instance, necessarily negates the idea of substitution ofthe
resource as a form offuel.
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Ability to'usefuelwoodis significant and logical only in the analysis oftheWLSmethod.
Although this puts one·in·.an·approximate picture oftile relationship between fuelwood.and·certain
socio-economic. factors,it falls short of the degree of importance attached to the idea of owning
and managing.a.resource in' common given similar and other related factors.
.Given the bias of the results ofthe WLS mentionedearlitr on, it is difficult at the moment
to make a conclusion based on these results only. Therefore, fuelwoodconsumption levels alone
so' far has . questionable· impact on the .willingnmess to participate in common property resource
management.
The .subsequent analysis ·examines how .respondents willingness to manage a resource. held
incommonvaries.withchanges in the socio-economic variables suggested by demand theory, such
~. income,education, family size and others. This was done with the hope that such a multivariate
analysis would.indicate that variation"in ··individuals'· responses·to .management questions .would"at
least in part, be. explained by. the model and the· main" socio-economic variables .would affect
individuals willingness·to manage.
In equation {ii), results of willingness topartciipate in communal resource management are
presented.against·suchsocio-economic· "factorsas quantity of the resource, marital status, whether
or not there has. ever been community work in place and the time necessary to.·.input in the
management ofthe resource.

Once ,a gain sex (proxy for gender) features, not only significantly but also' positive.· The
interpretation though' a little different puts men at the forefront of commitment to this cause. This
confonns to the general view by.women respondents that forest resource management is"ajob for
men. .Age.this time is also negative and' significant. Note that the' average age for Hoima was 39
years while for Masindi it was 41 years. This being the case, it comfonns to thea prioriexpectation
thatthe .younger the generation, the more enthusiastic it isto the idea ofcollective ownershipofa
resource that'·promises· benefits. and a reminder that age' actually. influences a decision . there·.and
then... The level of fuelwood consumption is''also positive and· significant. theoretically because the
more the resource ··is·central·to· the .livelihood of the population, themorewilling·the population. is
to protect it through' better management. The length of'time necessary to commit.to resource
management is not only significant but at variance with willingness to do so. Naturally labour being
limiting and other activities especially individual gardens being in place, the less the time, the more
the willpower.
4.1.7

Attitudes Towards Role of Rural Communities in Forest Resource Management

Pope (1986) observed·that knowledge and experience in the identification and analysis of
public.attitudes •toward' agricultural policies are scarce in developed countries and minimal.or nonexistent in the developing .world.
The main. thrust'of this section therefore relates to the identification ofthe public needs and
responses, .particularly in regard to common. pool resources in'rural areas and use this to.suggest a
basis for future policy and strategy to satisfy the needs offuerural clientele. The study examines
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public attitudes towards commtinual resource managmentquestions and the underlying· opinions
are then related. to the characteristics ofthe respondents.
The assumptions here are that .the villagerswiU· tend . to .elect those leaders who will
sympathise with their interests. Villagers' views and interests are. likely to dominate in all local and
national councils. Since.policiesare·shaped by public attitudes and perceptions, it·is·important to
understand how the public perceives alternative programmes.
A number ·.of analyses ·have ···already been performed to identifydiffe~encesinresponse
associated with areas· and respondent description. ·The Chi-square test of independence was used
to assess the likelihood that an observed relationsqip differs significantly from that which could
have occurred by chance. In· addition a. maximum· .likelihood econometric .model has been tested
using socioeconomic characteristics to accountforthedifferences in preferences and results already
presented.

In this section, responses· to ·individual questionnaire statements showing the intensity of
response ofthe villagers to differentresource management questions are presented in Table 12.
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Table 11

Summary of Farmer Response to Communal Management Issues Used in
Analysis by District (percent)

Statement

District
Hoima

Masindi
Willing to manage a
25.9
No
72.8
Yes
Local Management
organisatidf'l.o/! present
98.1
No
1.9
Yes
Need for Forest association a
44.3
No
51.3
Yes
How Association should be formed
19.6
All Villages
27.8
Each Village
User ·Group
1.9
Other
0.6
Lease forest a
74.7
No
18.4
Yes'
Why not Lease b
Loss of Access
53.2
21.4
Other
Protect forest a
12.0
No
87.3
Yes
Willing to pay a
No
16.5
Yes
81.0
Revenue for project a
16.5
No
Yes
75.9
Government share 25% a
No
44.3
Yes
46.2

23.0
76.5

99.5
0.5
27 .. 5
72.5
b

13.0
57.5
2.0
0.5
78.5
21.0
70.5
9.0
23.5
76.0
12.0
87.0
17.1
82.5
40.5
58.5

Percentage does not add to 100 because of nonresponse

a

bpercentage does not add to 100 because of nonapplicability
Source: Survey data
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According to the results 12.8% and 76.5%, respectively, for Masindiand Hoima,
respondents agreed,that they would participate in communal"resource management., In response to
the statement that there is local organisation,in placealready<doing, the' same job, the villagers were
overwhelmingly negative.
They again 'overwhelmingly ,rejected. the, idea of,leasing' the',forest in' both cases advancing
the reason as loss ,of access., Ofcourse some had already experienced the repercussions of private
ownership of the forest where accessibility, to ,using•certain 'resources like poles 'for construction
work was already lost. The majority 'still agreed to the protection ofthe forest and were 'even ready
to pay for any maintanancecosts involved. Not only did they consentto the idea offonning a local
forestassociation to be in charge of forest management, they insisted that the association be fonned
of only 'the villagers that'use,the resources., ,Most of them ",however ,were 'tom between, whether
such an association should be formed village by ,village, or 'whether all ,villagers ,should form one
association. The fonner seemed to carry the day according to results although not convincingly so.

In case the management was successful" and the villagers started 'realizing proceeds from
their management efforts, the majority 'supported the idea'"ofintroducing other projects, in the area
rather, than, the other immediate· alternative of·,'sharing, ,them." 'They however thought that local
government should share 25% of the proceeds realised each year althoghthis was the view of
about 50% of all respondents. The remaining group supported the idea of sharing the proceeds
with govemmentwhile' others' thought thatgovemmentshould take a 'lion's' share. Whenasked
how much,they would be willing ,to contribute for the, maintananceof the' forest as some fonn of
investment",thedistribution ofrespondents willing and associated amounts are,displayed in figure 6.
Figure 6+. Distribution of HOllseholds' Willingness
to Pay (Ush).
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Note that the peak is between ,ten' thousand shillings and.fifty thousand shillings ,and'is
heavily skewed to the left implying that while 'the local population exhibits ,willingness to
pay, this is constrained by the overall income at their disposal. Besides no past experience
in,this matter is on record to compare with 'in terms,·ofpecuniary benefits thereafter
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY ISSUES

5.1CoDclusion
This section sets. out to answer questions that were posed to· guide the study.. AIready it
was established that instablityand corruption of many governments in developing countries either
make the state ownership politically risky or in many cases,the resource in question is .too
insignificant (as in the case of non-gazetted forests) to the state to motivate. it to avert overuse
(McCay and Acheson, 1981a). Besides as McElwee (1994) says,the lack offmancialandlabour
resoures· in many governments especially with regard to low value, dispersed, or distant resources,
makes enforcement ofstate access unlikely and often unsuccessful.
Without·. successful enforcements, situations of overuse are likely to ·result, .turning·· de jure
state. property il1to··de .facto open-access (Berkes, 1989).
Moyini (1995) clearly put it, as quoted by The New Vision No.21; the state departl11ent (in
Uganda) has no capacity to establish. and maintain plantation forests for.· production of timber
whose.demand·is· fast rising on the local·and intemational.. markets. He advocated for privatisation
ofthe .already . existing· and overgrown softwood plantations.in government reserves..Nevertheless,
note should be made that common property maybe 'asviable as private property on grounds of
both efficiency and equity..The real problem that could tum a situation of common property into
one of open access wasanabscenceofeffective group management regime necessary to allow the
sustainable use ofthe resource base over time.
The· fact·.. that localpeople are willing to voluntarily put in their time to manage the.resource,
the fact that a reasonable number of them are· ready to·even offer patrol services· and report rule
breakers, the fact that past experience has revealed that response to community work has been
good as .a sign .of communal spirit, the. fact. that at least 50% of the respondents consented to
govemmentreceiving25%share of proceeds from the forest resources, the fact that by virtue of
their defmition immigrants cannot settle on private· lands but on communal or customary lands for
which they must owe an obligation to manage well, the fact that community members are williing
to voluntarily contribute to the cost of forest maintenance,all are vivid fmdingsthestudyhas
presented to support. the assertion that communal tenure promotesgeneral.access to and optimum
utilization ·of non-gazetted forest resources.
The findings that no·· local organisation was in place to oversee "use of the resources, the
concern· tbat·a··number of species are·.already endangered, .and·th.e ·overwhelming .support.. ·ofthe idea
offonning a local association comprising local user groups at village level, concur.withthe·theory
that the existenceandqevelopment of robust and effective local institutions· to manage. CPRs is
essential for sustainable utilisation ofthese resources.
In· case Qfchi-square analyses, the· significance of the findings that there isa. relationship
between wealth .and need for collective .action, .govemmentpolicy and ·ethnicity, communa.l spirit
and degree of.·response to community work, tenure type and ethinicity, .wealth. and .ethinicity,
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income and age plus sex are enough evidence to supportthe theories of community-based resource
management as presented in the text in terms ofhypotheses.
The regression findings did not 'only establish ,gender, family 'size {proxy for population
size), land holding and fonnal ',employmentas"'socioeconomic, factors that influence ,'levels of
fuelwood consumption, hence increasing demand for the resource as the factors incereasebut also
established factors such as gender, age, quantity and resource use levels" and time 'allocated to
community resource'managementas directly ,affecting the willingness,tomanage a resource held in
common.
The PRA findings, established that,though women tend to have limited control over some of
these resources, it was, evident that, they have absolute access on all resources and absolute .control
over fuelwood and water.
In general, it seems that the public.is ready to endorse (a) less government involvement in
the magement ofsmall forests (b) increased communitypartcipationand (c) total disagreement to
lease out these small forests. Overall, survey responses, indicated that decision making on ,these
resource, ,if left to the local user population would decrease uncertainity on their sustenance hitheto
increased by lack ofresponsibility on the partof govenrment.

5.2 Policy Recommendations

It is against the background of the fore summarised findings that the following ,policy
recommendations are put forward:
1.

The survival ,of Uganda's 'non-gazetted forestry"resources ,depends ,predominatly on the
efforts of the local community user groups who have negligible access to big forests and
reserves that are gazetted to manage, them.

2.

Need for' a local community association is of absolute ',necessity 'and" the responsibil~ for
deciding on the different forms and functions the local community associated could
undertake rests ,upon the various user groups ,involved a~ting'collectively.

3.

Policy decisions, to ,be reached should not be without empirical analysis of the technical,
social and' economic constraints of traditional tenure to define an environmental policy that
would lead to changes that are of benefitto the fanner.

4.

Policies,that are ,designed to improve activities that 'are both technically sound and, are likely
to be well supported by local ,people should involve an "economic benefit, for instance,
investing in tree growing for production' of commercial firewood should' be encouraged.
Thus communal resource ownership and management policy would be politically popular.

5.

Information on" public preferences for policies ,on' the community based management of
common ,pool resources and increasing, the ,decentralisation of' policy decisions can 'be
useful to better understand these issues.

>
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6.

Improved education and training programmes for social· forestry··are inescapable. This .is
supported by Al1¥Da (1995) as quoted by The New Vision, November 28, 1995, "The
Communities also require to be trained in basic forest management because the days of the
forest ranger working in secrecy.are over. The world over, forests are bemg managed in
conjunction withthe local communities living near the forest".

7.

Finally. the.· implication for research is that at present, there is much less .information in
Uganda on the non-gazetted common pool resources and decision making behaviour as
wellas experiences so that research based on existing data cannot lead to a better policy for
rapid redressoflhealready disappearing features of the resource as well as rapid progress
in agriculture and forestry expanded businesses. This points out the need to put in place
effective operating programmes·as well as research ·on.high priority problems that relate to
the subject matter involving these fanners who were described as ignorant, yet have a lot of
knowledge that needs to be shared by the forest researcher.
>

Notwithstanding. all this and according to ·Bruce (1994) "Recognition of indigenous land
rights, including ·acceptance··of local communities' rights to .·areas used as commons, is likely to·.be a
more reliable barrier againstland-grabbing than any expectation of probity or restraint oil the part
ofthose who administer .land for the state."
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